In order for Volleyball England to provide effective cover and service to your event, organisers are required to ensure the following conditions are met:

- The club or association organising the event must be affiliated to Volleyball England.

- All events involving young people under the age of 18 must comply with the Volleyball England Child Protection Policy and good practice guidelines. Details of these are included in the Event Licence pack.

- All competitions involving junior players must comply with the National Youth Competitions Framework, details of which are included in the Event Licence Pack.

- Volleyball England is constantly looking for ways to improve communication with the volleyball playing public. As part of the licence agreement we request that event organisers collate and forward basic entry details of participating teams to the Volleyball Competitions Officer using the standard forms provided.

- Regulations from the F.I.V.B. must be strictly enforced in regard to the invitation of representative teams from abroad for major events.